FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Mortgage Executive Tony Meola joins Veptas
Board of Directors
Malvern, Pennsylvania === November 15, 2018
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“We are very pleased to have
an individual of Tony’s caliber and
m
o
experience join our Board.”
fr stated John Iatesta, Veptas CEO. “Tony is
uniquely qualified to assist Veptas in rolling out our technologies to the
residential mortgage industry and reading the pulse of the marketplace.”
“I am very excited to join the Veptas Team.” stated Mr. Meola. “The
technologies that have been developed at both of the operating entities are
world class. The efficiency in terms of both time savings and quality control
of the appraisal process, combined with the scalability to support the
largest national lenders really positions the Veptas Appraisal Portal ideally
to revolutionize this space in the industry.”
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looking forward to this journey
fro with the Veptas Team.”
Press and other inquiries may be made to
Lester Firstenberger at Lfirstenberger@veptas.com.

